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Notes on Contributors

NEDA MIRANDA BLAŽEVIĆ is a Yugoslavian writer, poet, playwright, and artist. She has published several books of poetry and prose and has shown in galleries in the United States and abroad. In 1980 she won the Yugoslav National Award for prose. She is an editor on Zagreb radio and television.

CHANA BLOCH’s new book of poems, The Past Keeps Changing, will be out from The Sheep Meadow Press in 1992, and her translation of the biblical Song of Songs, in collaboration with Ariel Bloch, is forthcoming from Random House in 1993. She lives in Berkeley, California, and teaches at Mills College.

NAOMI CLARK’s second collection of poems, When I Kept Silence, was published in 1989 (Cleveland State University Press). Her poems have appeared in Prairie Schooner, Indiana Review, Quarry West, Pushcart Prize Volume III, Laurel Review, Hawaii Review, and the Alaska Quarterly Review. This is her first published story. She was formerly director of the San Jose Poetry Center and now lives in Port Townsend, Washington.

PETER COOLEY teaches creative writing at Tulane University and has published four books of poems. His next book, The Astonished Hours, will appear from Carnegie-Mellon in 1992. His work has been anthologized in New American Poets of the ’80s and in The Morrow Anthology of Younger American Poets. He is poetry editor of The North American Review.

STAVROS DELIGIORGIS teaches the classics—English and otherwise—at The University of Iowa and hopes never to master them.

JOSEPH DUEMER’s poems in this issue are from a recently completed manuscript titled “Dog Before the World,” which is also the title of a painting by Franz Marc.

ROBERT HASS is Professor of English at the University of California at Berkeley. He has collaborated with Czeslaw Milosz on the translations of his poems and is also the author of three books of poetry: Field Guide, Praise, and Human Wishes, as well as a book of essays, Twentieth Century Pleasures. His honors include a MacArthur Fellowship and the 1984 National Book Critics Circle Award in criticism.

JAY HOLSTEIN has taught in the School of Religion at The University of Iowa for the past twenty-one years and is J. J. Mallon Professor of Judaic Studies.

DONALD G. MARSHALL is Professor and Head of English at the University of Illinois at Chicago. He has published translations, essays, and reviews in the area of literary theory.


SANDRA McPHERSON's sixth collection of poems, The God of Indeterminacy, will be published by the University of Illinois Press in 1993. She is on the faculty of the English Department at the University of California at Davis.

CAROL MEYERS is professor of Bible and Archaeology at Duke University and a recipient of two NEH grants for the study of gender and society in ancient Israel. Her recent book Discovering Eve: Ancient Israelite Women in Context has just been released in paperback by Oxford University Press.

PATRICK O'LEARY's work has appeared in Poetry East, The Little Magazine, and The University of Windsor Review, among others. He lives in Detroit with his wife, two sons, and a stupid dog.

ALICIA OSTRIKER is author of seven volumes of poetry, most recently Green Age, and of the critical book Stealing the Language: The Emergence of Women's Poetry in America. Forthcoming from Blackwell in 1992 is Unwritten Volume: Rethinking the Bible.

FRANKIE PAINO received an MFA from Vermont College. Her first book, The Rapture of Matter, is forthcoming from Cleveland State University Press in 1991. She received a 1990 Pushcart Prize and was recently chosen by The Missouri Review for their McAfee Discovery feature. Her work has appeared in Crazyhorse, Poetry East, Indiana Review, Black Warrior Review, and the Louisville Review, among others.
ERIC PANKEY is the author of for the New Year and Heartwood. The poems published in this issue are from Apocrypha, published by Alfred A. Knopf in 1991.

MAX RODENBECK is a correspondent in Cairo.

GAIL SHEPHERD has poems published or forthcoming in Poetry, Prairie Schooner, the Three Rivers Poetry Journal, and The G. W. Review. She was the 1989–90 recipient of a fellowship from the Florida Arts Council and is finishing her first manuscript of poetry.

JOHN SPAULDING works for the U.S. Public Health Service in Phoenix, Arizona. His book Walking in Stone was published by Wesleyan in 1989, and he has poems forthcoming in Prairie Schooner and Yankee.

PHYLLIS TRIBLE teaches Old Testament at Union Theological Seminary in New York City. Feminism and literary criticism are among her research interests.

ROBERT WEXELBLATT recently published a collection of stories, Life in the Temperate Zone, and a collection of essays called Professors at Play, both from Rutgers University Press. He is Chairman of the Humanities Division in the College of Basic Studies at Boston University.

GUENTER ZOELLER, a former contributor, is Associate Professor of Philosophy at The University of Iowa and is vice-president of the North American Kant Society. He has published a book, Theoretische Gegenstandsbeziehung bei Kant (de Gruyter, Berlin/New York, 1984), as well as various articles on Kantian and post-Kantian philosophy.
The Iowa Review is pleased to recognize all those who, on sudden notice this year, rose to our support.

**FRIENDS**

Paul Allen
Dudley Andrew
Anonymous
Anonymous
Kenneth Bernard
J. Andrew Bertolatus
Susan L. Blake
Françoise Blanc
Neal Bowers
Christopher Buckley
William G. Buss
Victor Camillo
Daniel W. & Joan C. Collison
Archibald C. Coolidge
Phillip Cummins
Huston Diehl
Joseph Duemer
Elaine Ellbogen
Lynn C. Emanuel
Mary Lou Emery
Leonard & Natalie Feldt
Peter Filkins
Richard Fumerton
Mary Gantz
Sarah Getty
Miriam Gilbert
Charles C. Graves, III
Jo Hendrickson
Jay A. Holstein

Ben Howard
Andrew Hudgins
Paul Ingram
Victor Ionasescu, M.D.
James F. & Jane R. Jakobsen
Theodore A. Koerner, M.D.
Walter Kollmorgen
Valerie M. Lagorio
Carlee Lippman
Henrietta Logan
Susan Lohafer
Tom Lutz
Cynthia MacDonald
Donald & Nancy MacFarlane
Teresa Mangum
Leslie Marshall
Geoffrey Martino
J. M. McCool
Dorothy McDonald
Heather McHugh
James McKean
Margaret H. Mills
Jane Moreland
Adalaide Morris
Ilene Moskin
Katherine & John R. Moyers
Sean Murphy
John & Darlene Neff
Mr. & Mrs. Keith S. Noah
Sigrid Nunez
Sandra Spatt Olsen
Gregory A. Olson, M.D.
Kevin Parks
Judith Pendleton
Leslie Pietrzyk
Judy Polumbaum
Jane Poston-Buckley
William Rhead
Raymond Riezman, M.D.
A. F. Roberts
Rebecca Rogers
Phillip G. Schmid, Jr., M.D.
Priscilla Sears
Peter M. Shane & Martha Chamallas
Leslie B. Sims
Sandra M. Sohr
D. R. Soll

Ken Starck
Mary Stefaniak
Earle Stellwagen
David Stern
Gerald Stern
Edwin & Mary Stone
Ann Struthers
Ron Tanner
Melanie Rae Thon
UI Women’s Athletic Department
Wei-yeh Wang
Daniel Weissbort
Robert Wexelblatt
Lisa R. Wilcox
Miles Wilson
Margery Wolf
Richard G. Zellhoefer
E. Ziegler
Marilyn Zumuehlen

Donors

Mitchell Ash
William & Florence Boos
Panayot Butchvarov
Richard & Fredda Caplan
Michael & Kelley Carey
Pete & Julie Damiano
Jeff Duncan
Reginald Gibbons
Joel Gordon
John & Mary Lynn Grant
Donald Hall
Carrie Harwood
James & Hilary Hay
Michael Heffernan

H. L. Hix
Forrest Holly
Cori Jones
Donald Justice
Richard & Linda Kerber
Robert Ketterer
Michael Kienzle, M.D.
Judith & Bill Klink
John Leggett
Lola Lopes
Bret Lott
Gloria Neckerman
Dee & Carrie Norton
Sherman Paul
Robert & Donna Rodnitzky
Michael Saks & Roselle Wissler
Michael Shasby, M.D.
Jacob Sines
Alvin Snider

Tom & Elizabeth Walz
Jon Wilcox
Gail & Frank Zlatnik
Guenter Zoeller & Marlena G. Corcoran

Sponsors

David Baldus
Clark Blaise
T. Coraghessan Boyle
Denis Clifford
Frank & Maggie Conroy
George & Barbara Daly
Rachel Blau DuPlessis
Dr. & Mrs. J. Ehrenhaft
Casey Finch
Steven Green
H. D. Hoover
Jim & Sally Lindberg
Allyn & Sugar Mark

Cleo Martin
Kim Merker
Donald & Catherine Pietrzyk
Hal & Suzanne Richerson
Kwan Rim
Trudy & Jack Rosazza
Norman Sage
Robert F. Sayre
James Solheim
Shawn B. Thompson
Miles Weinberger
Richard D. Wells, M.D.
Randy Winegard

Patrons

James A. Autry
Craig Clark, M.D.
Wendell Downing, M.D.
Ed & Patricia Folsom
Gail Godwin
Susan & Frank Judisch
Charles Kremenak
Brooks Landon
J. Laughlin

Anne F. Leners & Daniel J. Cook, M.D.
Donald McCloskey
Bharati Mukherjee
Peter Nathan
Victor Rangel-Ribeiro
Kathleen Smith
Martin D. Sokoll, M.D.
Donna J. & Robert Wahlert
ANGELS

Anonymous
Antonio & Hanna Damasio
Carl Klaus
Donald S. Lamm
Jean & Richard Lloyd-Jones
Thomas N. Urban

END-OF-CENTURY SUBSCRIBERS

Phil M. Aldrich, M.D.
James A. Autry
Craig Clark, M.D.
Wendell Downing, M.D.
Steven Green
H. D. Hoover
Donald McCloskey
Alan F. Nagel
Daniel Randa
Hal & Suzanne Richerson
Jim Snitzer
Eugene Spaziani
Thomas N. Urban
Miles Weinberger
Richard D. Wells, M.D.

Thanks also to everyone who responded with subscriptions.
What do Laura Kalpakian, Robert Cohen, C. S. Godshalk, Ron Tanner, Barbara Bedway, Mona Simpson, and Jayne Anne Phillips have in common?

Each writer won a Pushcart Prize with a story first published in our magazine—
Three of those stories were lead stories in separate Pushcart volumes—
Two of those stories also appeared in Best American Short Stories—
And only a couple of those writers were known to us, even vaguely, when we took their work.
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THE REVIEWS FOR THIS EDITION:

"This annual anthology of the best stories, essays and poetry published by small presses continues to illustrate that highly literary standards can survive despite the power wielded by profit-hungry publishing behemoths."

PUBLISHERS WEEKLY

"Once again, Henderson's annual sampling of the nation's small presses astonishes with its variety and energy... must reading for anyone interested in the present and future of American arts and letters."

KIRKUS REVIEWS

"...writers in this year's Pushcart Prize add color and meaning to our days."

LIBRARY JOURNAL

"...a regular favorite of readers. It's also a must-have for libraries, for this diversified anthology genuinely reflects the state of the literary arts in the U.S. today, unlike established, mainstream literature collections."

BOOKLIST
A special issue of the KENYON REVIEW focusing on African American, Arab and Asian American, Caribbean, Hispanic and Native American writers: new fiction by Beth Brant, Paule Marshall and Reginald McKnight, poems by Martin Espada, Judith Ortiz Cofer, Joy Harjo, Colleen McElroy, and Ray A. Young Bear, essays on Gwendolyn Brooks and Audre Lorde, plus another two dozen distinguished writers. More than a magazine: this is an anthology you'll want to pass on to friends, share with students.

Single copies: $7.00.
Orders of six or more: 40 percent discount.
Subscriptions: 1 yr: $20; 2 yr: $35; 3 yr: $45.
Foreign: Add $5 postage.
Write: Kenyon Review
Kenyon College
Gambier, Ohio 43022-9623
Now in its 45th year, The Georgia Review continues its commitment to publishing the finest short fiction, poetry, essays, and reviews, whether by writers famous, well-known, or unknown. Recent contributors include

Lee K. Abbott • Will Baker • Philip Booth • Marianne Boruch • Jean Burden • Rita Dove • Stephen Dunn • Jacqueline Eis • Shelby Foote • Harold Fromm • Margaret Gibson • Albert Goldbarth • O.B. Hardison, Jr. • Norman Harris • Lola Haskins • Seamus Heaney • Mary Hood • Erin McGraw • Barbara Mellix • Elizabeth Merica • Judson Mitcham • Lisel Mueller • John Frederick Nims • Joyce Carol Oates • Carol Oles • Linda Pastan • Sanford Pinsker • Marjorie Sandor • Reg Saner • Charles Simic • Richard Watson • Gerald Weales.

"Above all, The Georgia Review has exemplified excellent taste—for its stories are eloquent, innovative and finely crafted.”
—Judges’ Citation, 1986 National Magazine Award

"The best of them all is the amazing Georgia Review...”
—The Christian Science Monitor

The Georgia Review... sets standards of literary, editorial, and graphic excellence. . . . With different emphases and in different ways, The Georgia Review seems at times to talk to us all.”
—Times Literary Supplement

To subscribe, please send
$12 for 1 year or $20 for 2 years (outside U.S. add $3/yr—U.S. funds only)
The Georgia Review, University of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602
The American debut of an award-winning poet

"An astonishing achievement... in language that glitters ominously he muses on... the pathos and desires of our crumbling urban environment."

— John Ashbery

Excerpted in publications from The New Yorker to The Paris Review to Conjunctions, the poems in The Burnt Pages echo the distinctive voice of an emerging major poet. Of John Ash’s previous work, The New York Times Book Review said:

“This may be the most auspicious debut of its kind since Auden’s.”

“Subtle and beautiful... I read it with delight.”

—James Merrill

At bookstores now or call 1-800-733-3000

RANDOM HOUSE
A Special Poetry Issue
No. 26

ALEDA SHIRLEY & FREDERICK SMOCK, EDITORS

featuring

JEAN VALENTINE  MARK DOTY
MARJORIE AGOSIN  ELAINE EQUI  ARTHUR VOGELSANG
DEBORAH GREGER  LYNGA HULL  GAIL MAZUR
MAURICE KENNY  SOPHIE CABOT BLACK  JAMES HARMS
HEATHER MCHUGH  DEBRA BRUCE  JAN FREEMAN
RICHARD COLE  CHRISTOPHER DAVIS  SUSAN LUDVIGSON
E. ETHELBERT MILLER  TIFFANY RICHARDSON
FRAZIER RUSSELL  KATHERINE SONIAT  SUE STANDING
LEE UPTON  REETIKA VAZIRANI  BIN RAMKE
BRENDA MARIE OSBEY  PENELOPE SCAMBLY SCHOTT
JANE MILLER  RICHARD LYONS
and many more

Available at bookstores or by subscription ($12) from
The American Voice
332 W. Broadway, Ste. 1215
Louisville, KY 40202
Walking Distance
Debra Allbery
Winner of the 1990 Agnes Lynch Starrett Poetry Prize
"Her plainspoken, intimate narratives take on the underside of American life, and search out its imaginative possibilities, its spiritual glimmerings."—J.D. McClatchy

October / 64 pp. / $17.95 cloth (3687-9)
$9.95 paper (5458-3)

Mercy
Kathleen Peirce
Winner of the 1990 Associated Writing Programs' Award Series in Poetry
Selected by Ellen Bryant Voigt
"Mercy is a work of profound beauty and courage and spiritual accountability."—Jorie Graham

October / 64 pp. / $17.95 cloth (3686-0)
$9.95 paper (5457-5)

Liquid Paper:
New and Selected Poems
Peter Meinke
Collects the best of his previously published poems from the late 1960s on with a generous selection of new work.

November / 120 pp. / $24.95 cloth (3681-X)
$12.95 paper (5455-9)  ISBN Prefix 0-8229
$6.95